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How to counter the impact of authoritarian regimes on the cyberspace administration?
Никак!

Nohow
Никак!

Ну почти (not exactly)
Raising awareness

Evil beware the light
Threats on global level

● Telecommunication administration
● ICT and cyber security administration
● IG spoilage
Threats from local level

- Global impact of local activities and regulations
- «BAD» example for other governments
Threats on local level

- Local telecommunication regulation
- Local ICT regulation
- Local security regulation

- Imitation of activities
  - Industrial associations
  - Civil society, technical community, academia
  - IGF
  - Multistakeholder
How to counter threats

1. Make everything public
2. Cooperate
3. Enforce multistakeholder approach
4. Participate
5. Do not shy to oppose government